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F A B E  W ELL TO TH E IN S T IT U T E

On October 1, 1968 I  was appointed president of the Central Geological 
Office. Consequently, with the passing of the Centenary Year, on January 1, 
1970, I  gave over the director's post to my successor, D r . József K onda who in 
the quality of deputy director had assisted me for eight years. With this act I  put 
an end to my 12-year directorship, a period of hard but joyful work.

It is not without a feeling of nostalgy that I  took this measure with a heart 
full of devotion, in the hope that my new post might allow me an even more complete 
and comprehensive understanding in the matters of geological investigations in 
Hungary.

Looking back at my activities at this Institute, I  can see now the tangible 
results of the drafting, organization and execution of a programme of detailed 
and complex geological investigations and mapping in the Mecsek Mountains, 
the Dorog Basin, the Mátra and the Tokaj Mountains. It is in this period that 
the publication of the geological map> series of Hungary, scale 1:200,000, was 
completed and the Hydrogeological Atlas of Hungary, a publication which has 
gained international reputation and cost considerable efforts and money, was 
issued. The investigations in the Transdanubian Central Mountains made a 
marked headway in many respects. Further on complex, up-to-date investigations 
were commenced in the Great Hungarian Plain, the Lake Balaton Region and in 
the domain of the geochemical surveying. The Institute's annual report sessions 
represented significant events for the Hungarian geological publicity. Our Library, 
Central Geological Archives and Museum served well to meet the geologist's needs 
for information. Our exhibitions have hit international standards. The institute's 
serial journals and other publications have been issued regularly at a rate un
precedented in the Institute's history. The systematic printing of geological maps 
was embarked upon and to this end a printing-shop has been set up in the Institute.

Contracts concluded with industrial enterprises and companies as well as 
with the Central Geological Office on geological undertakings of immediate practical 
aim, have given an impetus to the Institute's productivity, to its financial flexibility 
and to the efforts for the modernization of its equipment.
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The Institute's internal life has been well-balanced and its external relations 
have been considerably strengthened and widened.

By leaving the director's chair my direct connections with the Hungarian 
Geological Institute do not cease. In fact, under my technical guidance and with 
my personal participation in the work of a team entrusted with complex and 
country-wide investigations I  shall keej) on working as the Institute's scientific 
collaborator in the years to come.

Budapest, January 1, 1970.
Dr . J. F ülöp 

President
of the Central Geological Office


